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Over the past two decades, changes in building policies have led to the recovery and re-use of construction waste to make new, recycled building materials. Rugs can be re-made as rugs; aluminum can be turned back into something aluminum. We often get recycled materials of different characters that have been collected, recovered and then put into a matrix such as a resin or a cementitious binder. But, these complex materials are not easily re-used after their lifecycle except in a diminished way.

As architects, we can become more accountable by pushing our thoughts about construction and the environment one step further. Ideally, we would locate, document and collect waste to develop compound materials that can be re-formed, re-used or re-invented without degradation. Just a few years ago, plastic was not 100% recoverable. Now, a milk jug can become another milk jug.

What if the materials we use to build were created from the waste products of another industry? Can we convert trash into a compressed building mesh? How would this change trash as a commodity? What if the material we built with could be disassembled or degenerated and re-formed into another material of the same quality, enabled by the 3D printer’s understanding of the material density, specific to the site
and the material requirements? What if scrap was actually the central material of consideration?

What are the rules so we can make the module of construction easily re-useable? If we are designing for disassembly and re-use, how would that change how we design? The lifecycle of construction materials—not just their first use—does matter. It’s time to re-define how we move forward as architects and material custodians.
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